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A Hill’s matrix Lp is given by 
a1 b, 0 0 --a 0 $&a 
b, a2 b, 0 -.- 0 0 
0 b,y,b3... 0 0 
. . . . . . 
6 cio;, am-1 bm-1 
pb,,, 0 0 0 *a* b,,,_, a,,, 
(1) 
The above matrix arises when one investigates the recurrence equations 
- bn_Ix,_l + (A - a,)x, - b,p,+l = 0, n=O,fl,f2 )..., (2) 
where 
1 
xo=-xm, x,+1=pq, 
P 
and a,, b, are real and periodic, with b,, > 0, so that 
a, = a,,, b,, = b,,, if n=n’(modm). (3) 
The theory associated with such difference equations has been shown by 
Hochstadt [2] to have a complete analogy with Hill’s equations 
yt’+[x-q(z)ly=o (4 
with 4(x + a) = q(x) under suitable initial conditions. 
If yl, y, denote the solutions of (4) satisfying the initial conditions 
Y,(O) = 1, 
Y,(O) = 0, 
Then the discriminant is defined by 
Y;(o) = 0, 
Y;;(O) = 1, 
A@) = ~1(4+1/6(4. 
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(For more information refer to [l].) It has been proved by Hochstadt [l] that 
2 - A(A) has all double zeros except the smallest, say X,, if and only if Q(X) is 
of the form A, + Z’(x)+ Z2(x) where Z(x + r/2) = - Z(x). The solution of the 
differential equation for X = h, is efi’), where 
J(x)=jyZ(t)dt. 
If we use the normalization /{o(x)dx=O, then X0= -(l/lr)j{Z2(r)dx. 
It is the purpose of this paper to obtain corresponding results in the case 
of a Hill’s matrix. We shall briefly state the theory of Hill’s matrices 
summarized in Theorems A, B, C, D, E. For more information refer to [2,3]. 
THEOREM A. Consider the equations (2) with the perk&city conditions 
(3). The discriminunt A(X) of the system is defined by 
where 
A,,= 
m-l 
A(A)=Trace n A,, 
k=O 
1 
A - a*+1 
b n+l b n+l 
Zf IA(A)] * 2 and p, p-’ are solutions of 
p2-A(X)p+l=O, 
then (2) bus solutions u, and u,, satisfying 
(5) 
For (A(x)] > 2 neither of them is bounded for all n, and for ]A@)] < 2 both of 
them are bounded for all n. 
Zf A(X) = 2 then p * 1, and at least one solution has period m. A second 
solution may also haoe period m or else grows linearly with n as n + co. Zf 
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A(h)= -2 then p= - 1, and at least one solution u, has period 2m. A 
second solutkm may also have period 2m or grows linearly with n as n + CQ. 
Considering Equation (2), if we make the assumption x0 = (l/p)x,, 
x m+l = pxl, the first m equations can be written as 
I Xl \ 
(A-L,) “.” =o, 
%I 
where Lp is given by (1). Let 
P(X) = 
h-a, -b, 
-b, h-a, -b, 
- b2 h-a, 
0 
and 
h-a, -b, 0 
- b2 A-a, -b3 
QO> = -b3 X-a, 
0 X -a,_, 
A direct calculation shows that 
,A-LJ=P(A)-bzQ(A)-eb,(p+$). 
In order that (6) may have solutions, p must satisfy 
P" - P@)-%Q(~)p+l~O 
f’ih ’ 
(6) 
(7) 
(8) 
(9) 
(10) 
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A direct comparison of the equation in Theorem A shows that 
For p = eie, 8 real, L, is self-adjoint and (10) can be written as 
A(x)= 2~0~13. 02) 
Equation (12) must have m real roots for X, and they represent the eigenval- 
ues of a self-adjoint matrix. 
THEOREMB. LetX,>X,_,>,*.- > A, denote m real zeros of A(A) - 2, 
andX&>X’,_,a... > A; be the m real zeros of A( X)+2. They are at most 
of multiplicity 2 and interluce as follows: 
X,>X:,>,h’,_,>X,_,~~X,_,~... >,A;>& for m even, 
X,>X:,>,X’,_,>A,_,~.X,_,>,... >X,>hi for modd. 
The intervals (h’,, A,),(X,_i, A’,_,),... in which IA(X)\ < 2 are known as 
stability intervals. For any A in a stability interoal, (2) has only bounded 
solutions. 
The intervals (X,, oo),(A’,_ i, Xl,), . . . are known as instability intervals. 
In general there are m - 1 finite and two infinite instability intervals. There 
may, however, be fewer than m - 1 finite ones. The latter happens if some X 
is a double zero of A2(X) - 4. 
We next state two theorems which compare with theorems relating to 
Hill’s equations. (For proofs and more information refer to [2, 31.) 
THEOREM C. Zf all zeros of A2(X) - 4 are double except A, and A* = 
min(h,, X;), then 
a1=a2=a3=... =a,=&(h,+X*), 
b,=b2=b3=... = b,,, = +(A, - A”). 
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THEOREM D. Zf L, is of euen order, say 2m, or equivalently 
a,=aL, b,,=b,!, if n = n’ (mod 2m) 
in (l), then in that case all zeros of A( A)+2 are double zeros if and &ly if 
a,=a’,, b,,=b; if n~n’(modm). 
The following theorem is stated because it will lead to Theorem 1. 
THEOREM E. Suppose L, is of odd o&r, say 2p + 1, and all zeros of 
A(h) - 2 are double zeros except the ihgest one, namely XoP+ 1. Then 
Ijobi+k 
i-1 
(Id+k- sp 
n bi+k 
i=p+1 
is independent of k. 
(For a proof, refer to Corollary 1 of [2].) 
We shall now state Theorem 1, which compares with Theorem 1 proved 
by Hochstadt [l], related to differential equations. 
NOTE. Theorem 1 will state necessary conditions for A(X) - 2 to have all 
double eigenvalues except one, and in Theorem 3, sufficient conditions will be 
proved. 
THEOREM 1. Cofisider the recurrence eqwtions 
- b,,_lx,_l + (A - a,)x, - b,x,+l = 0, n=O, fl,..., (13a) 
with peliodicity fxmdsuns 
a,, = a,,., b,, = b,,, if n = 72’ (mod 2p + 1). 0W 
Zf 2 - A(x) has all double zeros except the hgest, say h2P+1, then 
ak = h2p+l -z2(k,l)-Z2(k,2) for k=1,2,...,2p+l, (14) 
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where 
2p+k 
p+k 
I7 bi 
z(W= 2p+; 
i I 
l/2 
7 bi 
k = 1,2 ,...,2p+l, (15) 
and firther, the solution of (13) for the above value of Asp+ 1 is given by 
Xk = 
I( k - 1,2)x&l 
Z(kJ) 
or 
x 
k 
Zf we use the nmmulization 
2p+l 
C ak=R 
k-l 
then 
h 
2p+1 
=A2pC+L[Z2(k,l)+Z2(k,2)]. 
2p+l k_l 
Proof. Consider the matrix L, given by (1) with m = 2p + 1. From (9) 
and (11) 
,h-~,(=2~1bi[do_(p+~)]. 
Ifp=lweget 
2p+l 
ILl-XI= ~ bi[2_A(X)]. 
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Since 2 - A(h) has all double zeros except hsp+i, we have 
IL1 - Al = @2p+l -vkfIlo-h2d2. 
Also 
IL,--Xl 
= 
, “1 -A 
bl 
0 
0 
b' 2p+l 
bl 0 0 . . . 0 b 2p+l 
a2 -A b, 0 . . . 0 0 
b2 a,-X b, ... 0 0 
0 b, a,-X 
;, i 
QP -A bzp 
;, .a. bzp @2p+l -A 
r / 2p+1 \ 1 
= (h2p+l- A) A2P+ 
L i 
X2p+l- C a, A2p-1+ e-e 
1 I I 
[ i 
2p+1 
i 1 2 =(h2p+l -A) A'+: X2p+l- C a, hP-‘+..+ . (16) 1 
If we now consider the matrix (L, - A)- ’ in general, a close observation of 
L, - h will disclose that all elements of the form 
1 p+m,m for m=1,2 ,..., p, 
1 for m=1,2 ,..., p, (17) p+m+l,m 
ad 12p+l,p+1 are polynomials in A of degree p, where 
'ij 
@l-vl=,Ll_hl. 
Zij denotes the (i, j)th element of the cofactor matrix of L, - A. Since the 
denominator of each element of (L, - A)-’ has a repeated polynomial in X of 
degree p, for all such terms considered above in (17), the numerator must 
cancel with one of the repeated polynomials in A of degree p from (16). This 
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is because IL,, being self-adjoin& can have only linear factors for its minimal 
polynomial, and the elements of (L, - A)-’ can have only simple poles. 
Ingeneralform=1,2,...,pweget 
m-l p+m-1 2p+1 
( - 1)P+2mzp+m,m = IJ t”iSX) IJ bip+Q+l(ai-h) 
m-l t,+m-1 2v 
-b2p+l $fbi’ *II, C”iHX) Ii bi+ a**( 
p+m 
p+m-1 
i i 
m-l 2p+l 
1 v+m,m= II bi “- C ai+ C ‘i 
m 
L 
m-l p+* 2p+l 
( - 1) p+2m+l &+m+1,m = 7 t”i-‘) F bip+Q+2(ni-X) 
I 1 p+m+l 
m-l 
v bi 6 bi 
- b2,+1 p+mP+:m 
I _ 
XP-1+ . . . 
> 08) 
IJ bi 
m-l p+m 
-b20+l n bi n (q-h) 5 _bi+ a.., 
i-l m+l p+m+1 
m-l 2p+l 
_ I 
p+m 
1 p+m+1,m = - v bip+F+lbi A’- C ai 
m+l 
P+m 
IJ bi 
- 
m-l 2p+l 
v ‘ip+v+lbi 
I 
AP-l+ . . . 
) (19) 
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( - 1)3p+2~2p+l.p+l = ~(aj-X)p~~bi-~2p+~~b,p~2(o,-h)+ *“) 
I 
Ifbi 
1 2p+l,p+l = p$lbi AP- iai - b,,+,+- AP-l+ . . . . 
1 
\ 
I-I bi , 
P+l 
(20) 
Equations (18), (19), (20) are terms considered in (17). In view of the facts 
explained after (17), the coefficients of Xp-’ in (16), (18), (19), (20) must be 
the same. Equating these coefficients in (18) and (19) for m = 1,2,3,. . . , p and 
(16) and (20), we get the following equations: 
1 
i 
2p+1 
2 
-A 2p+l+ C ‘i 
1 i 
m-l 2p+l 
m-l 2p+l 
= ? %+ = ai- 
lj bipFmbt 
m=1,2 p ,**a, (20 
p+m+l 
p+m-1 ’ 
II bi 
m 
p+m 
p+m II bi 
=m~lai- m_l m2p+l , m=U,...,p 
v bip+Q+,bi 
b2p+ll)bi 
sbi ’ 
P+l 
(22) 
(2-3 
NOTE. The above equations can also be derived from Theorem E, proved 
by Hochstadt [2]. The proof given here illustrates some geometric properties 
of Hill’s matrices. 
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By adding Equations (21) and (22) for m = 1,2,. . . , p we get 
m-l 2p+l P+m 
2p+1 2p+l 
-A 
m 
Zp+I+ C ‘i= C ai-am- 
F bFp~mb,2 I-I v 
’ 
1 
2pCl 
1 
IJbi 
2p+m P+m 
n b; + n b; 
x p+* 
m 
2p+l =a,+ 2p+l 
IJtbi ’ 
(24) 
since b, = b2p+k+l and b,,,_, = bep+,,,. 
If we now define Z( k, 1) and Z( k, 2) as given by (15), we get (since the b,‘s 
satisfy the periodicity relations b, = b,,, k+ 1) 
Z(kl) = Z(P + U), 
Z(k,2) = z(p + k +1,1). (5) 
Wehavethusprovedfork=l,...,p 
h 2p+l=ak+Z2(k,1)+Z2(k,2). 
To prove the above equation for k = p + 1,. . .,2p + 1 we shall rewrite (21), 
(22)* (23 as 
2p+k 
= c ai-Z2(k,l), k=l,...,p 
p+k+l 
= $Jai - Z2(p +l,l). 
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By adding the first equation for k = 1 and the last equation, we get 
x 2p+1= up+1 +Zs(p+l,l)+Zs(l,l) 
=a ,+r+Z2(p+l,l)+Z2(p+l,2) from (25). 
By adding the first equation for k = I and the second equation for k = 1 - 1 for 
1 < 1 Q p, we get 
A 2p+1= ap+1 +zs(z,l)+zs(z-1,2) 
=ap+l+zs(p+z,2)+z2(p+z,1) from (25). 
By adding the second equation for k = p and the last equation, 
h 2p+l =a2p+1 +za(p,2)+zs(p+l,l) 
=asp+l+z2(2p+1,1)+zs(2p+1,2) from (25). 
Thus we have proved 
ak = x2p+l -Z2(k,l)-Z2(k,2) for k=1,2 ,..., 2p+l. (28) 
From (15) we have 
Z(k,l)xZ(k,2)=k,+,, 
Z(p+k,l)xZ(p+k,2)=k2p+k=kk-l> 
or 
Z(k-1,2)XZ(k,l)=b,_,. 
(27) 
(28) 
In view of Equation (28) we can rewrite the given difference equations for 
h = h2p+l as 
h-1X/c-l+ bkXk+l =(Z2(k,1)+Z2(k,2))Xk for k=1,2 ,..., 2p+l. 
Using (28), we get 
Z(k-1,2)Z(k,l)xk_,+Z(k,2)Z(k+1,1)xk+l= [Z2(k,l)+Z2(k,2)]rk. 
(29) 
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Inspection of (29) shows that 
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. . 
I(k - 1,2) 
rk= Z(k,l) 
xk_ r satisfies (29); 
k z(z-1,2) 
xk= I-I l=i Z(Z,l) xo’ 
Adding Equation (26) for k = 1,. ..,2p + 1, and assuming cz ‘ok = 0 
(without loss of generality), we get 
2p+1 
x 2p+1= kF, (12(k,1)+Z2(k,2)) 
This proves Theorem 1. 
REMARK. The above result corresponds to the result 
in HiU’s equations. Obviously if a k = - [I 2( k , 1) + Z 2( k, 2)], the largest eigen- 
value is 0. If uk = - [Z2(k,l)+ Z2(k,2) - s], then the largest eigenvalue is s. 
Consider now 
bkXk+l + bk-1X&1 = [A + z2(k,1)+z2(k,2) - s]xk, 
k=1,2,..., 2p+L (30) 
where b, = b,, if k = k’ (mod 2p + 1) and Z(k, l), Z(k,2) are defined by (15). 
Let xzp+1= x0, x2p+2 = xl. All other eigenvalues of (30) are less than s. We 
shah consider 
bkXk+l+bk-1%l= [h + Z2(k,1)+Z2(k,2)]Xk, (31) 
where s is omitted for convenience, it being understood that h is always less 
than or equal to s. Now let us consider a transformation b, --+ bk+p in (31), 
and let wk be the solution of that equation. 
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bk+#k+ bk-l+$%-1 = [~+z2(k+p,l)+z2(k+p,2)]u+ (32) 
Using (27) and (W), we get 
z(kl)z(k2)Wk+l + z(k - l,l)z(k - 1,2)w&l 
= [X+Z2(k-1,2)+Z2(k,l)]wk. (3) 
We shall now prove that Equation (31) can be transformed to (33) by suitable 
substitutions and hence the eigenvalues of (31) and (32) are the same. 
Equation (31) is the same as 
= [h+Z2(k,1)+Z2(k,2)]Tk. (34) 
For h = 0, this equation has a solution 
xk = AkXo > 
k Z(E-1,2) 
where A, = n 
I=1 I(Z,l) * 
Let 
xk+l = Ak+Izk+l’ (36) 
Then (34) becomes 
Z2(k,l)lk_l+Z2(k,2)&+l= [A+Z2(k,l)+Z2(k,2)]&, 
or 
z2k2)[Zk+l - Zk] - Z’(k,l)(i, - &-I) = & 
The substitution 
(37) 
1 k+l-zk=Vk+l (3% 
(35) 
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gives us 
z2(k2)Vk+l - zs(k-1,2)V,-zs(k,1)V,+za(k-1,1)V,_,=Xv~. 
Let 
V k+l= Bk+iZk+l, (39) 
where 
B k+l= lfi~* - , (49) 
We have therefore 
Z(k,2)Z(k,l)&+,+Z(k-1,2)Z(k-1,1)&-i 
= [h+Z2(k,l)+Z2(k-1,2)]&. 
This is the same as (33). Hence (31) and (32) have the same eigenvalues. If 
Wk is the solution of (32), then Wk+,+i is a solution of (31). 
Making use of (35), (36), (38), (39), (40) as well as (25), we get 
Z xk+p+l xk+pz(k, l) k+p+l= z(P+Lq Z( k,2) - Z(p+Ll) ’ (41) 
Combining the above results, we have 
THEOREM 2. Assuming the same conditions as hypothesized on L, in 
Theorem 1, let xk denote a soh‘tion of (30). Thm 
‘k = [Xk+p+lzk2) - %+,z(k,l)] (42) 
is also a solution of (30). 
NOTE. This can also be verified directly. 
Of the two solutions xk, yk given by Theorem 2, if one has period 2p + 1, 
obviously the other also has period 2p + 1. Now we shall prove the following 
theorem. 
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THEOREM 3. Consider (30) subject to the boundary con&im 
xzp+1= X0’ 
x2p+2 = Xl’ 
Then (30) has all double eigenvalues except the hgest eigenvalue A = s. 
We have proved necessary conditions in Theorem 1. We shall prove the 
sufficient conditions after proving the following lemma. 
LEMMA 1. Let xk, Yk be two solutiom of Equation (30) subject to initial 
conditions x0 = 1, x1 = 0, where Yk is defined by (42). Let 
x2p+1= PO’ 
x2p+2 = PXl. 
Let Y, = axk, where a is any nonzero constant. Then a2 = (A - s)p. 
Proof. xzp+ 1= px, = p, x2P+2 = px, = 0, and 
yk = [xk+,+lI(k,2) - xk+$(k,l)] = wk. 
To determine a, let k = 0: 
a= [x,+,1(0,2)-x,Z(O,l)]. 
Using (W), 
a= [~,+,l(~+1,1)-~,Z(p,2)]; 
at k=p+l, axp+1= -P&J +w, 
at k=p+2, axp+2 = Z(P +wx2p+3* 
(44) 
(45) 
(46) 
From (30), 
b 2p+l 
x2p+3 = - TX 2p+l’ 
2p+2 
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Using (28) and (W), 
uxp+a = z(p +2,2) Z(P + Ll)qp + L2) - 
z(p +2,l)Z(p +2,2) I ‘P 
=- p~(P+Ll)~(P+1,2) 
qP+%l) * 
Now 
Using (28), we get 
(47) 
Substituting (47), (46) in (45) 
u= -~z(p+1,1)z(p+1,1)+~[h+zs(p+1,1)-s], 
(48) 
(X - s)p = u2. 
This proves the Lemma. 
Proof of Th4xnVm 3. Assume the contrary. When p = 1, we get solutions 
Yk, xk both of period 2p + 1; then X - s = u2. This cannot be true, since it 
implies X = u2 + s, i.e., X is always greater than s; but s is the largest 
eigenvalue by the definition of uk in (30), and all other eigenvahres must be 
less than s. So Equation (44) cannot hold. That is, the two solutions xk and Yk 
are linearly independent for X < s. That implies that all such eigenvalues 
which are less than s are double. ??
REMARK. Theorem 3 proved above is comparable to Theorem 2 proved 
by Hochstadt [l]. 
We can extend the results obtained so far to zeros of A( A)+2. In this case 
we have to consider 1 L _ 1 - A (. The only difference is that wherever we have 
b 2p+ 1, we have to replace it by - b2p+ 1. So we have 
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THEOREM 4. Considering Equution (13), if A(X)+2 has all double zeros 
except the mull&h,, then 
AS =a& - [Z2(k,1)+Z2(k,2)], k=1,2 ,...,2p+l, (49) 
where Z(k,l) and Z(k,2) are defined by (15). 
Further, the solution of the equation (13) for the above value of h, is 
given by 
(Obvio&y the solution has period 4p + 2.) 
THEOREM 5. consider the diffmence equations 
with 
Uk=Z2(k,1)-l-Z2(k,2)+s 
and 
b, = b,, if k=k’(md2p+l), 
where Z(k,l) and Z(k,2) are defined by (15). Let x0 = - x2p+l and x1 = 
- x2p+2 be the boundmy conditiuns. Then (50) has all double eigenvalues 
except the smallest, i.e., A = s. 
Proof. The proof is similar to that of Theorem 3. Corresponding to (48) 
we get X = s - a2 for p = - 1. 
COROLLARY 1. Zf L, is a Hill’s mat& of order 2p + 1, with 
ak = -Z2(k,l)-Z2(k,2)+s for k-1,2 ,..., 2p+l, (51) 
where Lp is &fined by (1) and Z( k, 1) and Z(k, 2) are dej?ned by (15), then L, 
has all double eigenvalues except the largest, i.e., X = s. 
PmoJ The proof follows from Theorem 1 and Theorem 3. 
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COROLLARY 2. Zf L_, iv a Hill’s matrix of order 2p + 1, with 
ak=z2(k,1)+z2(k,2)+s, k = 1,2 ,...,2p+l, 
where L, and Z(k, 1) and Z(k,2) are defined as above, then L_ 1 has all double 
eigerwalues except the smul.?&, i.e., A = s. 
(The proof follows from Theorem 4 and Theorem 5.) 
coRo&Un’ 3. Zf all ak’s and bk’s are eqf& in (la), then ak = (h, + 
AL)/2 and b, = ( - A, + x,)/4, where A, is the sm&?st eigewah4e of L_,, 
and A, is the largest eigemalue of L,. 
Proof. Adding and subtracting (14) and (49), the above results can be 
obtained. ??
REMANL This corollary corresponds to results in Theorem C, where the 
proof is obtained by a different method. (Refer to [3].) 
We now illustrate the above results with some numerical examples. Taking 
b, = 1, b, = 2, b3 = 3, b4 = 4, b, = 5, from (51) we get 
I - %+s 1 0 0 5 \ 
1 -e+s 2 0 0 
L, = 0 2 -q+s 3 0 . 
0 0 3 -%+S 4 
5 0 0 4 -$$+s 
Obviously L, must have all double eigenvalues except the largest, s. For s = 0, 
]h - L,I = A5 +78.53333~4 +2038.8066667X3 
+ 19513.00281481h2 +6173623659383X 
=x(x2+ TX + qj&q2. 
For s = 1, 
]h - L,I = (A - 1)(X2 +37.26666h +210.20111)2 
= X5 +73.-X4 + 1734.67333333h3 
+ 13857.7828i481h2 +28517.51763086X - 44184.50711235. 
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The characteristic equation was calculated on an IBM-360 using a 
FORTRAN program which was developed for the purpose. The above results 
could not be obtained by using either of the IBM scientific subroutine 
packages POUT (to find the roots of the equation) or EIGEN (to find the 
eigenvahres of a real symmetric matrix). They were obtained by examining a 
general HiIl’s matrix of order 5 (using the methods of proof in Theorem 1) and 
noting that each of the repeated expressions in the characteristic equation is 
of the form 
where 
A= - ; Z2(k,1)+Z2(k,2), T=~za(k,l)za(k+l,l). 
k=l 1 
Incidentally, given the eigenvalues, using the above formulae, it is possible to 
evaluate L_, or L,. Given the eigenvahres 0, - 7, - 7, - 3, - 3, it can be 
verified that 
A+5 -a 0 
--a A+4 -& 8 ,” 
IX-LA= 0 -a x+5 -2 0 
0 0 -2 x+3 -2 
-2 0 0 -2 A+3 
= h[(X +7)(X +3)12. 
Given the eigenvalues 0,7,7,3,3 it can be verified that 
x-5 -JE 0 0 2 
--a x-4 -a 0 0 
IX-L-,1= 0 -fi x-5 -2 0 
0 0 -2 x-3 -2 
2 0 0 -2 x-3 
= X[(X -7)(X - 3)12. 
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